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D2SB Biz Methodologies By K S Venkatram

• How can D2SB help business revival strategies?

• Developing an appropriate market share for a business’ products or services is 
definitely important keeping in mind today’s challenges and competition, this is 
irrespective of whether it is a doorstep delivery business or techno-savvy business. 

• Right and effective methodologies can help cause people to seek a business’ 
products or services in the relaxed lockdown periods and slow return to normalcy.  
The approach to marketing/enabling & selling can be more inter-related.
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• Step 1: For selling, developing an approach based on SPIN selling can help a business 
deal with implicit, known or emerging demand “profitably”

•

Situation questions – These identify what the 
consumer is presently doing to address need 
or concern to shop effectively.
Problem questions – These uncover any part 
within current buying methodologies where 
consumers need improvement or  direct 
doorstep deliveries.
Implication questions – These are used to 
help the consumer deal with issues like 
unknown costs or problems in buying  
products.
Need-Payoff questions- These lead the 
customer to know how a business’ 
products/services can help them via an 
improved buying process.

Electronic 
Connect(s)
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• Step 2: Develop 2020 sensitized Electronic Connects to connect your business to 
customers, suppliers, partners, policy makers, enable marketing and advance 
ordering.

Electronic Connect(s)
1. Core Connect
2. Customer Connect
3. Service or Supplier Connect
4. Partner Connect
5. Ecosystem Connect

Electronic 
Connect(s)

Connects
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• Step 3: Added to Electronic Connects and Trending methodologies, revise the 

marketing methodology 

• For an introduction, it can be said that marketing is a business vision enabler, profit 
making and socially beneficial process. 

• Marketing is a management activity that attempts to reach customers or bring to 
customers notice - the availability of a solution for their problems or needs, where 
the modeling offers right products or services or nature of products or services to 
satisfy what they want, at the time and place they want it in and at affordable 
pricing, where the customer is provided with all necessary information and relevant 
showcasing to make well-informed and satisfying choices.

• Marketing is also an activity of identifying and anticipating what evokes customer 
interest for different products, services or niche concepts, where all the following 
indicators (that are thought of as vital) are kept in mind. 

• The methodology is explained in the Appendix 1
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• Step 4: Add a Fast biz methodology to help meet demand or enable supply

• The methodology is explained in the Appendix 2

FORWARD LIFETIMES
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• Step 5: Define a Sense and respond methodology to mitigate economic downturns 

and relate to a macro need or dimensioned need (called inventory correlation)

• For most business specialists or consultants, Quality Management Systems / 
Environment Management Systems, specific ISO standards and CRM 
implementations are all well-known frameworks, but none of these are mandatory. 

•

• Thus said, as assessed with the emergence of health threat influencers and/or 
climate change, the increasing dynamics of demand versus supply, a business’ sense 
and respond cycle is very important for the growth and development of the business 
and its correlated clusters.

•

• The D2SB insight calls this sense & respond cycle as Integrated Picture Analysis and 
iterates that sustainable growth and development depends upon supply chain 
rhythms in most business clusters.

• The methodology is explained in the Appendix 3
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• APPENDIX

• 1. Marketing methodology (Slides 8 to 16) 

• 2. FASTBIZ methodology (Slides 17 to 22)

• 3. Sense and respond methodology (Slides 23 to 26)



Reviving Businesses 2020 (Appendix 1)

Sustainable Marketing and Outreach

Methodology
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• The D2SB Gap Analysis refers to retail, direct doorstep or online businesses developing, or 
marketing or selling solutions, products, and applications as Catalyzers (that is Enablers, or 
Transformers. or Both)  In this ideation there is no specific line of demarcation drawn between 
techno-savvy and non-IT business solutions and services. 

• Therefore connecting, marketing/enabling or selling for a business covers…

• 1. Understanding of the  cultural or ethnic needs of people in a country, city, town, area or 
region (i.e. on a demographic basis, on a technological needs basis that is in turn expertise-
based or state-of-art technology based, on a legality or credibility basis, on a socio-cultural 
interests basis etc).

• 2. Using SPIN Selling etc for more in-depth finding out of problems affecting customers of 
the related producer-consumer segment, or of potential customers and of past customer needs 
and expectations. 

• 3. Deciding on which of the identified needs and expectations or which section of people can 
the business satisfy through its services (known as the Segmentation and Target Group 
strategy). 
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• 4. Development of a marketing & selling system that is a mixture of some elements (like 
Products/Services offered, Pricing, Places available & consumerism, Promotions to reach 
people or bring in customers, exemplar People focus, Quality conscious Process focus, 
Satisfactory or remarkable Physical evidence etc) and Electronic Connects to satisfy the 
needs and expectations of the different target groups.

• 5. Projection of a need/strategy for periodically reviewing the marketing efforts and the 
success factors that help in establishing deservedness, reputation and credibility of the 
business.

• 6. Projection of a need/strategy for continually reviewing the business’s performance or 
service’s solution as an Asset or Fast Biz model that satisfies the need to be safe for the 
environment, safe for the consumer and safe for the rest of the ecosystem that the business, or 
producer, or supplier or manufacturer is a part of.

• 7. Assistance in the conceiving of a (Sustainable) Electronic Connect methodology to 
help the business connect to its core methodologies, its customers, its service providers, its 
suppliers, its partners and ecosystem to also incorporate aspects, drivers and indicators for 
agile and sustainable delivery models. Currently most businesses use Social networking where 
there is more focus on end to end communication via Whatsapp and Emails.
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• As good business policies, products and services in today’s deteriorating environment or 

competitive landscape are a challenge, it becomes necessary for marketing or selling to 

recognize this and act as a bridge that helps create successful connections & inter-

relationships that satisfy the customer’s goals, the producer’s or supplier’s goals and the 

business’s goals.

• As productization or other service implementation involves cutting edge brainstorming, 

challenging of traditional or conservative thought, there is some amount of uncertainty and 

element of risk from the seller’s or catalyzer’s point of view, it becomes important for marketing 

or selling to understand that accurate statistics, nearly zero rejection rates, concepts of in-

time supplying or productization and niche success stories need more high-lighting to 

help draw attention to the organization’s achievements. 

• This high-lighting would help influence referrals or word of mouth communication about the 

credibility of the business. Marketing or selling must also influence supply chain circles 

and other ecosystem specific connections as they help build reputation and credibility, 

along with a focus on the growing needs for businesses or bigger organizations to become 

high-performing.  
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• The four elements or entities (4Ps) that are together known as a marketing mix and are part of 

a marketing strategy are as follows:

• 1.Policies, Products or Services offered – type of policies, products or services offered 

whether they are a solution for needs, problems or emerging problems, or an improvement to 

existing strategies, or whether intelligent, etc, where marketing highlights the uniqueness, 

holistic nature and effectiveness of the offerings.

• 2. Pricing of the products or services being offered directly to people or as a packaged product 

being offered (as it is or as a part-of-a-biz-package or with value addition) by 

producers/suppliers/resellers etc, where marketing does consider all that the customer will 

undergo to procure and utilize the product or service, and then sets the complementary pricing 

while considering all aspects i.e. the need for the product to be genuine or pure or high quality, 

beneficial and also make profits. 

• 3. Places available & accelerated consumerism where marketing highlights the convenience of 

availability, of packaging, of continuity of defect free delivery, with ease of buying or referral 

mechanisms to ensure the customer makes right choices due to all these factors.
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• 4. Promotions where marketing chalks out an advertising strategy to announce availability, 

draw to attention benefits or promote awareness amongst people, B2B networks, service 

providers, suppliers, resellers, third party vendors to bring in customers or to encourage them 

to opt for, subsequently utilize or even recommend the products offered.
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• The distinctive nature of a product or service is mainly due to

• 1.Tangibility of the product or service being offered where marketing has to ensure the 
customer understands the value of the product or service to thereon try it first, to confirm 
whether it met the need or not, where this decides thereon whether the customer will become a 
continual customer or act as a referral.

• 2.(If applicable) Accept intangibility of the product or service being offered where 
marketing has to recognize that apart from benefits of a particular nature there is nothing else 
that the product focuses on. Additionally marketing has to recognize that unlike other available 
offerings this product or service may not yet be an under one-roof solution for customers.

• 3. Zoning in on the nature of ownership expected to use the product or service,  as to 
whether successful utilization needs guided maintenance or care, where marketing has to 
highlight how the business has enabled easier procurement of the product or service 
more easy to model any doorstep services by reducing dependency, risks, hazards or 
defects with the help of good sampling methods, quality control and diagnostic methods, 
expertise/ know how or latest information, and via a well-developed framework for qualified 
decision making, periodic cataloging, provider, service or supply chain management, targeted 
communication, adept teamwork, timely supervision, intelligent banking and regular auditing.
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• 4. Making production, supply and consumption integral, where the product is not only 
consumed like other goods that are first produced, sold and then consumed, but also sought 
for by customers, where marketing has to highlight the assurance for holistic quality with 
enough information gathering from customer interactions or any special case handling to 
support this vision.

• 5. Stabilizing the need for the product or service, where it needs to be recognized that 
associated  We-Care help desk services or D2BS customer care services need to be provided 
at the right time, when there is a need, with the right effectiveness. Importantly to understand 
that some of the needs may not arise again, if not responded to adeptly.

• 6. Marketing has to simplify the focus on aspects like the difficulty in accurate planning & 

• decision-making for demand forecasting, logistics, supply, utilization and to draw attention to 
the vision behind setting up of partnerships, or facilities in different locations. 

• 7. Marketing has to streamline efforts to ensure there is sufficient publicity and 
sensitization to prevent demand from reducing or to prevent any shortening of the need for 
the product or service.
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• 8. Marketing by large has to highlight how the business’s best practices brings down 

chances of negligence or mistakes occurring in its products or associated customer services. 

• 9. Marketing has also to highlight how the business can accommodate demand at any 

time, while ensuring each product  or service is delivered with high quality and as to how the 

business can respond to customer enquiries or complaints adeptly. 

• This said, the mentioned distinctive aspects of the product or service make it challenging for 

the marketing team to reach out to all needy or potential or associated customers. 

• The outline can help reduce some of 2020’s challenges by developing and projecting a good 

business or market-enriching image.
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Quality
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Productivity

Best practices 
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Towards FASTBIZ Demand and Supply balance

Logistics
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• The timing and sense of purpose

•

• D2BS will aim to help all legitimate facilitation to buy or sell, send or receive and trade with 
FASTBIZ coupons.

•

• The visionary interest for Bitcoins and the gap analysis experience have laid the foundation for 
this sense of purpose.

•

• D2BS intends to grow in this vision to match the crucial consciousness, to make businesses 
self-reliant, futuristic and sustainable. 

• The FASTBIZ network and its FASTBIZ coupons & transactions will be available to customers 
after sign-in and registration into the network. 

•

• The particulars of registration will include an Identity proof, a self-declaration, a Risk 2020 
Memorandum of Business Association, Articles of Business Association and many other official 
documents.

•
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• The timing and sense of purpose (continued…)

•

• The FASTBIZ network will enable different Memorandums of Business Association, where 
these memorandums will be for customers, for associated businesses, for investors and for 
associated partners. 

• A FASTBIZ customer will buy from the business, an associated FASTBIZ business will buy or 
sell to a business, a FASTBIZ investor will invest in a business and an associated FAST 
TRACK partner will enable use of the business’s FASTBIZ coupons at other business 
endpoints. 

• Our mission

•

• FASTBIZ is committed to help facilitate or enable trading, business, sending, receiving and 
investing in FASTBIZ coupons or facilitated currency.

•

• The FASTBIZ coupons are of different types for customers, such as (1) Open coupons, (2) 
Unique coupons, (3) Specific coupons, (4) Social cause coupons, (5) Savings on purchase 
coupons, (6) Relief & Rehabilitation coupons and (7) Green Zone coupons. 

•
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• Our mission (continued…)

• Our mission is to provide trading or business services, timely consultation, guidance and 

knowledge-centric support to investors or customers to do this.

•

• The business model we recommend includes services to help

• 1. Earn attractive returns via investment in what is called as FASTBIZ-Actualization-coupons 

that help businesses benefit from forward lifetimes in the actualization and/or trading of their 

solutions, products and services 

•

• 2. Trade (buy or sell) with FASTBIZ customer type coupons

•

• 3. Send or receive FASTBIZ coupons

• The facilitation provided by the different FASTBIZ coupons for customers will be based on a 

specific Memorandum of Business Association, where….

•
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• Our mission (continued…)

•

• (1) Open coupons will permit a customer to use the coupon in any way within the business 

and its associated network. The Open coupon can also be sent or received from other 

customers

•

• (2) Unique coupons will permit a customer to use the coupon for a need that is unique

•

• (3) Specific coupons will permit a customer to use the coupon for buying specific products or 

services from the business

•

• (4) Social cause coupons will permit a customer to avail of products or services as a social 

cause 

•

• (5) Savings on purchase coupons will permit a customer to avail of products or services with 

reduced pricing / discounts/ savings included 

•
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• Our mission (continued…)

• (6) Relief and Rehabilitation coupons will permit a customer to avail of products or services 

that help during disasters, emergencies and other scenarios where people are adversely 

affected 

•

• (7) Green Zone coupons (where no specific Memorandum of Business Association is needed 

for a business to facilitate customers, or even buy or sell coupons to other businesses) 

•

• The Memorandum of Business Association for each type of coupon will help the business 

identify the nature of sale or service to the customer, where different Articles and Standard 

Operating Procedures will help the business’ “fast track selling with sufficient protection for all 

fiscal, product and/or service investments for the sale”.

• + For FASTBIZ modeling, proof of concept URL www.venkataoec.wixssite.com/fastbiz

• + For envisioning more sustainable development and growth, proof of concept URL

• www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/mir2020

http://www.venkataoec.wixssite.com/fastbiz
http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/mir2020
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• A Sense and respond methodology that is based on subsidiary books 
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• Need in 2020

• The need in 2020 is to orchestrate a sense of growth and understanding of the law of returns. 

•

• D2BS states we need to help businesses understand a Continuous Relationship Table that 

book-keeping has with the ability to rationalize costs. 

•

• Revisiting the use of economic models where terms like a break-even point, margin of safety, 

law of returns can decide how one can operate for profits, contribution and problem solving. 

•

• The law of returns decides the usefulness of a product, good or commodity but the application 

of this law is changing in many industries and segments, due to the need for Continuous 

improvement and Solution finding. 

•
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• The industries or segments that may be affected by the 2020 trends are: 

• 1. Small time businesses 

• 2. Operate-at-or-from-site specific businesses 

• 3. Small time manufacturers (with dedicated implementations) 

• 4. Specific product, component or part manufacturers 

• 5. Specific product, component or part suppliers 

• 6. Businesses with limited capital, resources and other subsistence related problems 

• 7. Export businesses relying on diversified local operations 

•
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• New Facilitator System with future adjusted (or Forward Lifetime) figures to manage the 

2020 trends:

•

• Global, country wide or climate will influence most subsidiary books like the Purchases 

book, the Sales book, the Purchase Returns book, the Sales Returns book, the Bills 

Receivable book, the Bills Payable book, the Cash book, the Journal proper or even the Bank 

Reconciliation Statement. 

•

• Tomorrow well-known adjustments for “interest on drawings or capital, provisioning, deductions, 

depreciation, debt, future-next interests” will not be completely effective, there will be a need for 

adjustments for “climate, or disaster or 2020-specific crisis influenced purchase, sales, cash 

figures” where a Facilitator System bridges gaps between today and future adjusted cycles of 

operations.

• The FASTBIZ network and its services is a remedial solution for this.

• + For FASTBIZ modeling, proof of concept URL www.venkataoec.wixssite.com/fastbiz 

http://www.venkataoec.wixssite.com/fastbiz

